2022 SUMMER RA INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Program launches on:
Tuesday, May 10, 2022, at 10:00am

Please provide us with the names/e-mails of your Research Assistants, and we will invite them to our program:

- Research presentations and resources
- Vendor-led advanced database training
- Reference assistance and research consultations
- Study space in the law library

Summer Hours
April 28 to September 5
Mon to Fri 9am to 5pm
*Closed on Statutory Holidays

In This Issue

- Animal Law Research Guide
- TSpace repository
- ProQuest Legislative Insight
- Faculty Scholarship
- New Acquisitions
Animal Law Research Guide

This Animal Law Research Guide provides a variety of resources to those researching Canadian animal law and the wide range of related topics. In this guide you will find key secondary sources, namely, books, encyclopedias, journal articles, as well as primary sources of law such as federal and provincial legislation, including statutes and regulations, and full-text of leading cases in Canadian animal law, an area of study that is developing rapidly to address emerging legal and social issues involving animals in today’s society.

This research guide was developed by the Bora Laskin Law Library in partnership with Professor Angela Fernandez and Animal Law Research Associate Samantha Skinner.

Please visit: https://library.law.utoronto.ca/research-guides to view all our Research Guides.

TSpace

At the beginning of 2022, U of T’s open access research repository TSpace, celebrated a big milestone – over 100,000 items in its holdings. These items see over 7 million downloads each year.

The repository was established by U of T Libraries in 2003 to collect, preserve, and openly disseminate U of T scholarship. It holds articles, theses, working papers, book chapters, conference presentations, and many other scholarly and pedagogical materials created at U of T. Submissions are welcome from faculty, students, and staff.

Please let us know if you would like your scholarship added to the Faculty of Law Collections.
ProQuest | Legislative Insight

ProQuest | Legislative Insight is an American Federal legislative history service that makes available researched compilations of full-text publications generated through the course of congressional lawmaker from 1789-present. Each history includes the full-text of public law, all versions of related bills, law-specific Congressional Record excerpts, committee hearings and reports. Of interest to scholars in political science, public policy, foreign affairs, law, American history, and American studies.

HeinOnline Author Profiles

Author profile pages are an excellent way to showcase and promote your scholarship.

We assist law professors with creating or refreshing their Author Profiles on the U of T Faculty of Law page on HeinOnline.

ORCID

ORCID iDs are unique to each author and help connect their scholarly contributions and outputs across disciplines.

We can help create researcher profiles on ORCID and integrate them with HeinOnline Author Profiles.

InfoEXPRESS Extra is a newsletter created to provide our Faculty with information about library news & services, resources, new acquisitions and more.
New Books in the Law Library

Full List

Rez Dog Blues & the Haiku: A Savage Life in Bits and Pieces: A Novel
William George Lindsay

Future-Proofing the Judiciary: Preparing for Demographic Change
Brian Opeskin

Assisted Suicide in Canada: Moral, Legal and Policy Considerations
Travis Dumsday

Autonomous Vehicles: Self Driving Cars and the Law of Canada
Nathan Baker

The Constitution of Canada: A Contextual Analysis
Jeremy Webber

Inadmissibility and Remedies
Raj Sharma & Aris Daghighian

Canadian Law Journals
We compile the Tables of Contents for issues of Canadian Law Journals and Reviews as they are received at the Bora Laskin Law Library. If you’d like to see any of the articles from these journals in full text, please contact law.infoexpress@utoronto.ca.

Have you published recently?
If you have published a book, book chapter or article, please let us know at law.infoexpress@utoronto.ca